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The NAPD Most Wanted List is a list of Android: Netrunner cards with additional deck building restrictions. Players must adhere to the NAPD Most Wanted List for all Fantasy Flight Games tournament play.

- Each copy of a card on this list has universal influence equal to its level
- Universal influence is separate from printed influence, not a replacement
- Universal influence always counts against an identity’s influence limit, even if the card matches the identity’s faction

Level 1
(+1 Universal Influence)

Runner:
- Cerberus “Lady” H1
- Clone Chip
- D4v1d
- Parasite
- Temujin Contract
- Wyldside
- Yog.0

Corp:
- Architect
- Bio-Ethics Association
- Breaking News
- Mumbad City Hall
- Mumba Temple
- NAPD Contract
- SanSan City Grid
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Level 3
(+3 Universal Influence)

**Runner:**
- Blackmail
- DDos
- Faust
- Rumor Mill
- Sifr

**Corp:**
- Sensie Actors Union